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Delayed Neutron Fraction (/3eff) Calculation for VVER 440 Reactor
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Effective delayed neutron fraction (/?eff) is the main parameter in reactor dynamics. In the paper, its
possible determination methods are summarized and a /3eff calculation for a VVER 440 power reactor as
well as for training reactor VR1 using stochastic transport Monte Carlo method based code MCNP5 is
made.
The uncertainties in determination of basic delayed neutron parameters lead to the unwished conservatism
in the reactor control system design and operation. Therefore, the exact determination of the /?eff value is
the main requirement in the field of reactor dynamics.
The interest in the delayed neutron data accuracy improvement started to increase at the end of 80-ties
and the beginning of 90-ties, after discrepancies among the results of experiments and measurements
what do you mean differences between different calculation approaches and experimental results. In
consequence of difficulties in y?eff experimental measurement, this value in exact state is determined by
calculations. Subsequently, its reliability depends on the calculation method and the delayed neutron data
used.
An accurate estimate of /3eff is essential for converting reactivity, as measured in dollars, to an absolute
reactivity and/or to an absolute keff. In the past, keff has been traditionally calculated by taking the ratio of
the adjoint- and spectrum-weighted delayed neutron production rate to the adjoint- and spectrum-weighted
total neutron production rate. An alternative method has also been used in which peff is calculated from
simple k-eigenvalue solutions. The summary of the possible /?eff determination methods can be found in
this work and also a calculation of 0eff first for the training reactor VR1 in one operation state and then for
W E R 440 power reactor in two different operation states are made using the prompt method, by MCNP5
code.
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